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Tech Bits with Steve Rothwell

VW Transporter - Driveshaft failure

T

he driver of this 2009
VW Transporter had felt
an unusual clunk from the
driveline, but it had only
happened the once, and he
brushed it off as
insignificant.
When he felt the
problem again accompanied
by a strange noise, he began
to suspect that the gearbox
was failing. Whilst he was
thinking through what the
problem may be, the vehicle
suddenly lost all drive.
Releasing the clutch just
The splined were dry and worn, the adapter shaft is held in
produced a whirring noise
and the van refused to move place with an Allen bolt down the centre
forwards or backwards.
around €680. From the Factors the complete kit
Arriving at our doors on the back of a low
can be purchased from around €210, making this
loader, we checked out the problem to discover it
a cost effective option. The kit contains the short
was something we had come across a few times
adapter, the full driveshaft and the hub nut.
before. The offside driveshaft had failed where it
Once the drive shaft is removed, the small
connects to the small adapter, which fits into the
drive adapter is held into the gearbox using an
gearbox. This is a splined joint and the splines had
Allen bolt secured in the centre of the unit. Once
completely sheered off.
this is removed, the adapter can be pulled from
This problem is apparently due to the joint
not being greased and allowing wear to take
place. The shaft and input adapter are sold as
separate units from the main agent and cost

the gearbox.
Once all the new parts were fitted, this van
was back on the road.

Porsche Cayenne - Steering fluid loss

T

oil level had not dropped.
It was only when he heard a squealing noise
from his steering that the penny dropped and was
able to connect the oil leak to the steering system.
On this Porsche, the steering uses central
hydraulic fluid (CHF) which is green in
colour and not as definitive as the red
Dextron fluid used in many steering
systems.
When we investigated the leak, we
could see that it was coming from the
steering rack in the area of the turret,
then running down over the offside boot
area. A new rack was ordered up and the
process of removal began.
The rack will not slide out of its
position without first dropping the subframe, but it only needs to be dropped
about 3 or 4 cm, so the front sub-frame
bolts only need to be loosened and not
completely removed.
Once the new rack was fitted, the
tracking could be set and the Porsche
The oil had been leaking from the turret area of the old was fit to go back out on the road,
drip free.
steering rack and dripping down over the rack boot

he owner of this 2010 Porsche Cayenne V6
diesel had been seeing a few drips of oil
under his parked vehicle from time to time. He
believed he may have an engine oil leak, but had
kept a keen eye on the dash level display and the
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Mercedes AClass - Tricky
access starter

Access to the starter is tight but with
long arms, once the rear of the engine
is dropped down, it can be accessed
without removing the engine

O

n 85% of vehicles, the starter motor is
accessible. At the worst, it is a bit tricky
to replace. The starter motor on the A-Class
Mercedes is in a league of its own for
difficulty. This 2001 A-Class was sitting in the
workshop because the starter had failed.
With the new unit ordered up and ready to
fit, the job needed starting.
The Mercedes manual instructs us to
drop the engine and gearbox out of the
vehicle to replace the unit. Some of my
colleagues I know, prefer to remove the inlet
manifold and remove the starter from the
top. My own method is to disconnect the
back-engine mountings, allowing the rear of
the engine and gearbox assembly to drop
down. This gives limited access from below
and does normally result in a few scratches.
This particular starter proved to be a bit
harder than most I have done due to the
extremely tight securing bolts.
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